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EKOKO WINS BOG SEAT
By Candy Anderson
experiences there will provide him with

Campaigning for political office is
filled with challenges and dreams for

necessary basics for the

BOG job.

"What I've learned on the Student

the future as a social leader. Ending in

Senate will be applicable to what I will

either victory or defeat at the polls can

be doing on the BOG. It is a parallel

send a career soaring or plummeting

situation in that on the Senate I have a

into the abyss. For Ekoko Chu, newly

voting voice, but can't do very much

elected student representative to the

because

the

majority

could

vote

Board of Governors from GSU, it will be·

against me and influencing their vote Is

an opportunity to learn and experience

difficult," he revealed.

the world of politics first hand.

By being a part of the BOG, Chu is of

"I ran for the BOG position because I
wanted to go down to Springfield and

real source of the problems that effect

see how all of those political decisions

GSU and Its student body. "The ad

the opinion that he will be getting at the

are made," commented Chu. "I would

ministrators in Springfield want to put

like to see how they operate and learn
the process so that I might influence

the dollars where they will do the most

some decisions. Due to the fact that I
am a student, I feel that the impact of

from one school to give to another," he

every decision that they make effects

just as much as other schools with

good, which means taking money away
stated. "We (here at GSU) need money
larger enrollments. The right mix to at

me and other students, too."
Chu has

just

recently

his

begun

tract students

graduate work here at GSU in the Col
lege

of

Business

ministration

and

majoring

Public
in

to

GSU hasn't been

found yet."

Ad

Chu's main ambitions on the BOG

general

will be to try and reach a common mid

studies. He is a native of Cameroon

dle ground and come to a consensus

West Africa and prior to arriving in

among Its members. He wants to help
and learn plus provide his services as a

America he worked as a translator for
the

country's

of

Ministry

Tourism.

student representative.

Before coming to GSU, he attended
school in Franklin,

Indiana,

Whether or not he succeeds in his

for two

years.
"Once I know how the BOG operates

venture depends on several different
factors that can only be found within

BOG Elect- Ekoko Chu

the

and makes their decisions, then I will
be able to generate my ideas to them,"

Even though he is not in a position to

Chu pointed out. "The most that I can

actually vote on major policies and ex

do right now is tell them how I feel

ert a great deal of influence, Chu feels

about certain issues and hope that
those notions will be an asset for all

comfortable in his consultative role. "I

concerned.''

favorable to GSU, but those that will

want to stand behind policies that are

President's Concert
Success

-

hopefully benefit a majority of schools
Involved/' he noted. "It wouldn't be

political

arena.

In

his

words,

"power corrupts and everything is ·
centerea arouna money. That's how
the people in Springfield look at it.''

fair that some people have the best and
the others have the crumbs."
Having served as a student senator
here on campus, Chu believes that his

A Musical & Financial

By Nancy George
The

President's

Concert

was

a

musical and financial success. More
than 150 persons applauded the superb
performance of the GSU string quartet
and guest pianist. Three lively pieces
of chamber music by

French com

posers and one piece by a GSU com
munity professor were presented in
the April 30 concert, which benefited
the

community

college

scholarship

fund.

Numerous difficult key modulations
were skillfully met. Subtle Interweav
ing of brilliant themes were repeated in

each of the voices providing the ap
preciative listener with opportunities to
enjoy the polished renditions of each

player. The harmonic freedom modern
composers take for granted is partially
due to these and other compositions of
Ravel, Debussy and Franck; and their
brilliance was fully displayed during
the concert.
Francois D'Aibert, first Violin! led the
string quartet through the intricate tim
Ing of Ravel's "String Quartet in F Ma
jor" as though one hand controlled all
four bows, while Elmer Rosen played a
flawless second
violin. Though
pastoral and in sonata form, the com
position, which was written while the
composer was still in his teens, Includ
ed a pizzicato which was sumptuously
rendered. The poetic death of the
cello, rendered by Alan Rostoker, was
especially striking in this number.
The second piece on the program
was

Patricia Zu�ga (shaking hands) spoke
with GSU Foundation President,
James B. Lund. Zurga, a junior in
accounting, BPA, is a community
scholar from Prairie State

played by guest artist, pianist
Michel Bourgeot. The charm of Claude
Debussy's "Suite: Pour Le Plano" was
skillfully and correctly
played by
Bourgeot. The arpeggios of the "Toc
cato" were greeted by a few "bravos"

L-R, Mrs.
is on the Board of Directors of the G SU Founda tion. Photos by Nancy
G eorge

from the audience.
D'Albert's

violin

presentation

of

"Tarantella," a suite he had composed
several years ago, was played with flair
and perfection. His bow danced from
melancholy

to

gay

phrases

In

his

usually melodical, fluent and precise
manner.
The final number was characterized
by thunderous piano octaves mixed
with vigorous stringed harmonies in
Cesar Franck's "Quintet In F Minor."
At times it seemed as if a whole or-

were added to the applause.
The unusual n�mber of bars devoted
to solos for the VIola were handled with
clarity and grace by Robert Shamo.
During musical respites, a plaque of
appreciation was given to Bourgeot for
his performance. Patricia Zurga, one of

the community college scholarship
recipients, told the audience what the
scholarships meant to her and the

other winners.
The

concert

termed,

"most

and

reception

successful

were

all
aulntet. The triumphant notes were fronts," by William Dodd, director of
still resounding when additional bravos university relations.

chestra

was

playing

instead

of

a

on

./

J
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THE INNOVATOR CREDO

By Eddy Abakporo

Graffiti -It Has No Place Here
Nobody realizes it, but the signs of
our culture haunt us wherever we go.
No matter what the place, profound
words of wisdom are displayed in
boldest form for all to see. Those occa
sionally profound words are known by
another more common term - graffiti.
We can only speak for 50 percent of
the bathrooms on this campus, but we
know that just about every rest room at
this University has graffiti on its walls.
Sayings like "For B-J Call Toll Free,"
"Kilroy was here" and "Ozzy Osborne
Lives," exemplify the nerve-ending
selection of sayings. Maybe the reason
people scribble such writing on the
walls is because they want to preserve
their special place in history. While we
recognize their first amendment rights,
these writers should also be reminded

Grant us the wisdom that we may learn to use our knowledge for a worthy
purpose. Editorials, comments, cartoons and captions represent the opinion
of the editorial board of THE INNOVATOR and do not necessarily represent
the opinion of student representatives, the student body in general, adviser,
faculty or administration of Governors State University. Signed editorials are
opinions of their authors. The INNOVATOR recognizes fairness, therefore,
welcomes rebuttals,comments or criticism.

that they are matured to discern what
is right or wrong. What they write is
seen not only by the masses who fre
quent the washrooms, but also by the
guests of the University who attend
public functions here.
Graffiti serves no purpose. It is a
blatant disregard for property and
should be treated as vandalism.
Aesthetically, it is not the most terrific
way to spruce up a bathroom wall.
To those who indulge in this obnox
ious behavior, we suggest that their
creative thoughts should be directed
somewhere else, preferably in their
homes.
Our thanks go to the house keeping
staff who do their best to clean up this
mess.

It's Worth To Be Careful
Picture it: It's one of the happiest,
proudest days of your life - gradua
tion. You're sitting with your fellow
classmates waiting to step up on the
stage to receive your long-awaited
diploma.
You glance over to the audience and
see your parents busting their buttons
with pride. After four years of hard
work and a lot of effort, you can hardly
believe that the big day has finally ar
rived. "I'm a star," you think to your
_self.
You notice that others in your row
are now stepping up to receive their
diplomas. When it's your turn to be
handed the coveted diploma, you can
hardly contain yourself. You're grinn
ing ear to ear and thinking of the night
long parties you're going to attend to
celebrate. But suddenly, just befqre
President Leo Malamuth hands you
your diploma, he says, "I'm sorry, but I
notice here that you need six more
hours of university studies to fulfill
your requirements for graduation. Bet
ter luck next time!"
What a nightmare. If you had only
taken more time scheduling your
classes and double-checked your
status with your counselor.
While it may be a point that has been
driven into the ground, it is also a point
that cannot be emphasized enough -

take the time to check and double
check the requirements you need for
graduation.
Every student should be familiar with
using the University Handbook to
figure out how many classes are need
ed for major, minor and university
studies requirements.
To assure that your calculations are
correct, have a counselor look over
your four-year .plan. And, if a friend is
majoring in the same subject you are,
have he or she look over your schedule
again.
Many students believe that going
through their schedule once or twice is
enough, or, if any problems arise
because of poor planning, they'll deal
with them later.
However, dealing with a problem
"later" is a poor solution.
If you are the victim of poor class
planning, you might find yourself with
an 18- or 21-hour class load, and thus,
more than you can handle.
It is also possible to have to enroll for
yet another semester because of poor
class planning. This would involve add
ed time and expense.
Don't be the victim of a nightmare.
Take the time to check and recheck
your schedule. After all, it's better to
be safe than sorry.

TO THE EDITOR
Letter Policy
Readers are encouraged to write letters to the editor. Letters must be no
longer than 300 words, type written, double spaced. They are subject to editing.
Letter writers are expected to make their points in terms of issues, rather than
personalities.
Publications will always depend upon limitations of space, timeliness, and
relevance of material. Letters must be signed by the author's title and/or major
and year in school. No unsigned letter will be accepted for publication. Name
may be withheld upon request, only uoon consulting with the editor.

.........................................................

Faculty Here Are Interested In Quality
Education Too
Dear Editor:
I strongly support your editorial
"Give Students Their Money's Worth."
Professors,as well as all other working
people,should earn their pay. But what
can a student do when he or she gets
an unsatisfactory instructor? Griping to
other students won't help much. Here
are some things that will. (1) Give low
marks on the Student Evaluation of In
struction. These marks are reviewed

Withdraw? Don't Drop Out

by Division Chairs and Deans each
year, and also go to the faculty
member. Use the comment space on
the forms to explain your dissatisfac
tion. Be emphatic. The instructor may
honestly not know how bad his/her
teaching is,and a pungent remarR may
make him or her change his (her) ways.
(2) Complain to the Division Chair and
the Dean. If the instructor in question
is a Community Professor (part-time),
or a Lecturer (full-time temporary), he
or she will not be re-hired for the
following semester or year if enough
students complain. If the instructor is a
University Professor, but not yet
tenured, student evaluations are a very
important factor in deciding whether or
not to grant tenure. (This is an up-or-

"Stop tha world - I want to get off."
At one time or another, we all can
relate to this feeling. The feeling may
come as a result of your job, academic,
or personal pressures and respon
sibilities and give you the feeling that
you would just like to get away for
awhile. No matter how much we all fan
tasize about walking away from it all,
we also know that if we do it may result
in some very harsh consequences.
So, if you feel pressures impacting
on you In your course work, don't just
walk away and leave your entire
academic standing up for grabs. If you
stop attending classes without telling
us, we will think you are still attending

be penalized for dropping your
course(s).
a. First, you can withdraw from Block
One courses up to the tenth week of
the trimester, and from Block Two and
Three courses up to the fifth week of
the session. This means that over half
the session can expire before you are
ineligible for official withdrawal.
b. H o w e v e r , s o m e t i m e s c i r
cumstances are beyond our control
and do not correspond to these
deadlines, such as illness, death of
relatives, etc. These kinds of cir
cumstances require documentation of
proof which should be submitted to the
Registrar as an exception.

counselor's
corner
your classes and so will your class pro
fessors. At the end of the trimester
your professor will dutifully write a U
grade on his/her grade report which
will reflect in your grade point average.
This should not happen and will not
happen if you assume the following
responsibilities yourself:
.
1. Before you drop a class, talk the
matter over with your professor.
He/she may be able to help you or
he/she may refer you to another office
for tutorial assistance.
2. If you decide that you must drop
out, there are established withdrawal
procedures. If you follow these pro
cedures, your academic record will not

out decision: if the instructor does not
get tenure, he/she is fired.)
With tenured professors, it's a little
more difficult, but Deans and Division
Chairs can and have re-assigned Pro
fessors whose teaching of a particular
course was unsatisfactory. For the
time being it seems that no one will get
any pay raises due to the Reagan/
Thompson budgets, but if and when
austerity ends,student evaluations will
be a major factor in deciding who gets
merit increases. Put your complaints in
writing and also visit the Chairs and
Deans in person. It is more impressive
the more signatures and people you
have. Above all, use the Student
Evaluation Form, and use it honestly. If
the instructor is the worst you've ever
had, circle the box "One of the Least
Effective." As a member of several
personnel committees, I can assure
you that the SEI's are taken seriously.
Most of the faculty at GSU are as in
terested in quality teaching as the
students are. This is our institution,
too,and we want it to be good.
Carl P. Stover, University Professor,
CBPA

In either case, your first stop is the
Registrar's Office. There you will be
given the proper forms and procedural
information which will take you about
15 minutes to complete.
If you are considering withdrawing
and have some questions about your
decision or the process, just drop by
the Office of Student Development,
located on the first floor of D building
next to Engbretson Hall.

. .

•
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New VISA Regulation May FC?rce
Foreign Students To Leave After
Graduation
WAS H I N G T O N , D.C. (CPS) Foreign students attending U.S. col
leges and universities will be forced to
return home for a minimum of two
years after receiving their degrees, if
legislation currently in Congress
passes this summer.
The little-noticed change In immigra
tion laws Is part of the proposed Im

Political Terro rism
Terrorism is a word whose connota
tions have been subtly transformed in
recent years as the world has grappled
with the troubling problems of
assassination, the murder of hostages,
hijacking of jets and the changing
styles of political violence or coercion.
In the late 19th century and on into
the 20th, the terrorist was usually con
sidered almost Identical with the
political extremist who used his gun or
bomb to eliminate the one individual
who personified, for him, a hated tyran
ny.
During the past decade, the term ter
rorist has come to be used not so much
for describing an individual as for
characterizing a political extremist
group. The victims of these groups
have sometimes been diplomats or
other government figures, but more
often they seem to be "Innocent" peo
ple who are chosen at random and who
may have little or no connection with
the cause for which the terrorist act.
Although "nationalist" terrorists in
the past have often depended on ex
patriate countrymen and foreign sym
pathizers for arms, funds and moral
assistance, they still were almost
always seen as being autonomous, as
being "in business for themselves."
In recent years, however, foreign
supporters of nationalist movements
have been Identified in some cases as
established governments which pro
vide high-level training and assistance
in operational planning as well as the
more traditional forms of support ter
rorism - the use of violence in order to
induce a state of fear or submission in
the victim has become increasingly
"international" or "intranational."
Terrorism is more than an interna
tional puzzle. At times it assumes the
proportions of a tragic joke. Yester
day's terrorist may be today's Prime
Minister and tomorrow's dictator. At
titudes toward terrorism frequently are
based on the answer to the question whose OX is gored?
Some experts contend that the in
cidence of terrorism is diminishing.
Others assert that it is not on the wane.
We all know that bombings, kidnapping
and assassinations are still taking
place with unrelenting regularity.
Humanity's capacity for fellow
feeling continues to be tested as the
slaughter of innocents goes on and on.
In one view, terroristic violence is
discretionary, selective. Perhaps, the
reverse of genocidal. In another view,
it has become indiscriminate, far more
brutal than in the past. "Super
violence" is a danger of the future.

tGovernments respond with clandes
ttine counter-terrorism. Who is the big
tloser?
To the menace of genocide that
states carry within themselves, ter
rorists answer with more, always more
atom bombs; that is to say, with P38
pistols.
Unlike the countries of the Middle
East and Western Europe, the U.S. has
not been greatly troubled by interna
tional terrorism although incidents of it
have occured - the killing of Orlando
Letelier, former Chilean foreign
minister, in Washington D.C., and oc
casional bombings and shootings by
the armed forces of National Liberation
(FALN) on behalf of Puerto Rican in
dependence. Domestic groups such as
weathermen and the Symbionese
Liberation Army have been subdued.
The United States has a no ransom
policy on hostages. And so far, the
U.S. has never paid ransom. An official
of the State Department, Robert A.
Fearey, listed four ways of fighting ter
rorism: intelligence gathering physical
security, arresting perpetrators,
eliminating underlying causes - ine
quities and frustration.
International control efforts have
been hesitant. Many countries are
divided on the issue. The United Na
tions is yet to take action on a 1954 draft
code that defines terrorist activities as
an offense against peace. The Tokyo
(1963), Hague (1970), and Montreal
(1971) conventions provide for the ap
prehension, prosecution and extradi
tion of those who hijack or sabotage
commercial aircraft.
Sixty-two countries have ratified the
three conventions, 55 ratified none. In
1977, the UN General Assembly passed
a resolution condemning hijacking and
asking all nations to improve airport
security. The resolution was adopted
by consensus, without a formal vote
and was therefore not binding on the
UN members.
Differing perspectives and clashing
interests of different states make it dif
ficult to secure an international con
sensus about which specific acts con
stitute terrorism as well as about which
acts are political and which are simply
crimes.
Until the world settles in a new pat
tern of relationships, we must rely
upon our knowledge of terrorist
psychology and the skill and nerves of
individual governments and individual
air pilots.
Caution and cunning, rather than
bravado, are the most valuable com
modities here, and we must foster
them as best as we can.

migration Reform and Control Act now
before two congressional subcom
mittees.
One part of the act, Section . 212,
would require foreign nationals with
student-type visas to return home for a
period of two years before they are
eligible to apply for further visits to the
u.s.

But the proposed changes in Section
212 have provoked a whirlwind of
criticism from academia, special In
terest groups, and even high
technology and engineering in
dustries.
Under current law, foreign students
may graduate and re-apply to stay in
the U.S. for an indefinite period of
time. In addition, students who get
married or jobs while in this country
get special consideration.
But congressional subcommittee
members have expresse
-,ncern that
the foreign grads who remain in this
country are taking jobs that would
otherwise go to Americans. Besides,
they say, the whole idea of foreign ex
change programs is for the students to
return to their native countries and
pass on the knowledge they gain in
American universities.
"But It's a very complex matter,"
warns John Wreichard, executive vice
president of the National Association

for Foreign Student Affairs. "Sure, our
primary value in the exchange program
is that people acquire education and
training and then tal<e it home with
them," Wreichard says. "But many of
the students who get degrees need
practice and training, and a chance to
work and teach and do research.
We've seen a lot of people do this so
that they are much more effective
when they go home."
Wreichard says his association is
"very surprised at the proposal, and
notes that "it appeared on the bill
without any awareness by the higher
education community." The worst
thing, Wreichard says, Is that the pro
posal is "based on assumptions that
are very incorrect: that the foreign
students staying here are taking jobs
from Americans."
Close to half of all foreign students
get their degrees in areas such as
engineering and computer science.
Companies such as Proctor & Gam
ble and Exxon, joined by a number of
engineering and electronics associa
tion, are seeking "softening" of the
proposal to exclude foreign grads who
want to stay here to do research or
secure jobs.
"We feel that it is extremely short
sighted to deny ourselves the benefit
of foreign students working here,"
says Wreichard. "And beyond our im
mediate national needs in engineering
and technology, the proposal could
seriously interfere with scholarly ac
tivities.''
One-third of all foreign student ser
vice money now goes for paperwork,
he says. "All we need are more com
plicated, time-consuming regula
tions."
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PRINT STUDENTS DOMINATE
STUDENTS

SALON SHOW
By Candy Anderson
Tucked neatly away in one of GSU's
many corners, the illustrious printmak
ing studio can be found. Aside from a
glow-in-the-dark, green sticker on the
door that proclaims, 'printers do it on
paper,' the somewhat compact room is
graced with bulky pressing machines,
silk screening apparatus, deep basin
ad sinks and samples of colorful,

ing forms since it doesn't require the
use of a press, acids or many chem
icals. W o r k i n g with a n a t u r a l
substance, I n her words, the images
talk back and a warmness falls over the
artist.
In discussing GSU's printmaking
proteges, Lacaria is, "really pleased
with the students because they either

I

Printmaking class In session

Photo reproduced from G SU Catalog

avante-garde art works hanging on the
walls.
This particular domain is overseen
by Judith Lacaria, a professor of print
making and design here at GSU. Be
tween her and her students, the crea
tion of all forms of printmaking takes
place. Intaglio, zinc and copper plate
work, woodcut, metal plate lith
ography, and collagraphy are the major
undertakings within the studio's con
fines. "What we do here in this little
shop is all print media," Lacaria noted.
"We make all of the original art and pull
each print lovingly. The students take a
great deal of pride in their work.''
In all of the various types of print
making there is a certain amount of
preparation involved, like getting paper
ready, applying the necessary chem
icals to metal plates, mixing inks and
getting the press together. According
to Lacaria, "it's very demand
ing and requires a lot of discipline.
Unlike painting on an easel where you
can work on it for an hour and then
walk away from it, printmaking is a con
tinuous process that can't be left alone
until the project is completed. Normal
ly,to pull six prints the student will use
an eight hour time period or longer."
One of her main interests lies in mak
ing woodcuts,or relief printing. It is the
most organic medium among printmak-

totally get into it or it's just not for
them. We have had a particularly good
year in terms of being very successful
in varied competitions. What we are
doing is commensurate with the best
things going on from Wisconsin to
southern Illinois and also nationally.
But this area has been a printmaking
stronghold for years."
Her comments are well illustrated as
GSU's printmakers have been honored
at the current Northern Indiana Art
Association's 39th Annual Salon Show
in Munster. Lacaria's lithograph, Do
Not Bend, Fold , Spindle or Mutilate, is
being displayed .along with works by
s e l e c t e d g r a d u a t e p r i n tm a k i ng
students.
Thomas Stubbs, currently striving for
a master's in visual arts, won an award
of merit for Firat Light, an intaglio/
etching depicting a pattern of silhouet
tes of trees against the early monring
light. Earlier this spring, he was the
recipient of two purchase awards in the
Illinois Regional Print Show-1982 for
First Light and also for his collagraph
print,The Apparition.
Exhibiting her intaglio/etching,
Dragons High & Low, is Marcia
Glesener, studying for a master's
degree in printmaking at GSU. She is
affiliated with the Homewood/
Flossmoor Park District and currently

Judith D. Lacaria, G SU Prof. of Print
making/Design Photo by Mike
O'Brien
seeks a seat on the Will County Board.
Jacquelyn Ruttinger, a GSU alumnus
who studied printmaking with Lacaria,
had her acrylic painting, Harbinger,
selected for the Salon Show. She was
also chosen to be among exhibitors at
the Illinois Regional along with Stubbs
for her intaglio/etching, Luminous
Night.
Depending upon ind1v1duai interest
and background, grasping the
technical aspects of printmaking can
be simple or more complex. "If a per
son is already an artist with a commit
ment and who enjoys the various print
making media, they can be really quick
to grasp the actual technical parts,"
Lacaria pointed out. "For someone
who is learning to be an artist, they·
should get all of their techniques
together In the course of a couple of
years. Even if their images aren't as
sophisticated as they had hoped, once
they have all of the skills of their craft
organized they'll be fully prepared for
the time when the good ideas come
along." She continued to say that,
"while they're learning the technique,
I let them work with an image that
they're familiar with, something that
they used to draw or paint. When they
see what happens to it as a woodcut,
serigraph or intaglio, It takes on new
dimensions and characteristics.''
Insofar as Lacaria's background is
concerned, she did her undergraduate
work at the University of Wisconsin
Madison. From there she went on to
study visual design at Southeastern
Massachusettes University. She was
strongly inspired and encouraged by
such printmaking celebrities as Fritz
Eickenberg, Alex Nesbitt and others.
Typography and press printing in the
fine art mode are also among her interests.

.J

"Creating multiple images on paper,
etc. seems to be my bag," commented
Lacaria. ''While the hands are busy,
the mind is free to soar. It isn't as
though you're just daydreaming, but
thinking about the next project or what
will happen to this one. It's almost like
meditating, kind of Zen, with a serenity
about it."
Lacaria combines her life with her
art, teaching career and her skills as a
printmaker/artist. She sees herself as
somewhat of a workaholic as one area
might overtake another, keeping her
projects flowing one right after the
other.
"Printmaking is now becoming the
darling of the art world and finally com
ing into its own," noted Lacaria.
"Historically it has been art for the
masses because we make more than
one copy. I try to be socially pertinent
with my art and reflect genre themes.
In my energy form series, for example,
I created a mind puzzle of how many
different ways to put together a
pyramid and all of the design

here holding his art work.

best print In the exhibition. He Is ...n
Photo by Mike O'Brien

possibilities.''
Starting out with a pair of stopped up
sinks and a primitive etching press,
along with a very dark room, the GSU
printmakers have begun to make their
mark among the ranks of professional
artists. Evidently, under the guidance
of Lacaria, student enthusiasm and
talent has been developed and can
compete with the best of them.

As I lecture you now - engage
the mood that I too know-learning
a way to feel the points of age,
mirrored in the lobby talking
I'm scared to death of what you're say
ing,
and shrinking from indifference.
By Curtis Tayl or

SHOES WITHOUT
FEET
Snacks are absent when
the hotel is closed. Only the
noise of the brown
paper bag is heard, nudging
the birds to work
and me to live or sleep.
Steps in many snows
makes me unseen.
I'm there but the
kid's got different shots.
Call your shot Hoey.
The farmer's mules know your route.
Maybe If I had a trough
and didn't think
long of no partner
I would find stillness.
Leave the locks busted.
The old man and me
are separated
by the China Sea.
Aliveness deserves consideration.
Oldman I'm leavin' soon.
Bust the Goddamn moon.
By G eorge Mc Ewen

You Know I'm Comin'
Home
When you hug me,
it feels like comin' home.
When you love me,
I know I'm not alone.
When you kiss me,
there's more love than I've known.
When you miss me,
you know I'm comin' home.
It won't be long.
By Ter Bear Mullins
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Counseling Center Reports
''Financial Aid Blues'' Outbreak
IOWA CITY, IOWA (CPS)- College

'.'Realities Of The 80's'' Theme At
HSA Panel Discussion
On March 18, 1982, the Health Ser
vices Administration Student Associa
tion presented a panel discussion on
"The Realities of the 80's." The panel
discussion was presented to offer cur
rent HSA students a feel for the actual
experiences of some of our program
graduates working In various fields of
health care administration. After a brief
introduction by Professor Clyde Gard
ner, each of the four panel members
gave an approximately twenty minute
presentation. The first panel member
was Mr. Edward Bertz of the American
Hospital Association. He presented a
brief description of the AHA and some
of the areas he was currently Involved
In, such as technology, cost contain
ment, hospital productivity, and
engineering. Next to speak was Ms.
Judith Schanilec. Ms. Schanilec Is
employed by the consulting firm of

mlnlstrator at a convalescent home,
was the third speaker. Mr. Schutt
detailed the unique aspects of ad
ministering a long-term care center,
such as the client types, the needs of
the family members as well as the
clients, and the specific regulations
applying to this field. In addition, he
stressed the complexities of the reim

Herman Smith A ssociates. She
described the roles and demands of
the hospital consultant along with a
presentatio n on the experience
necessary to be a consultant. Ms.
Schanilec also offered a variety of In
formative pamphlets on health care
consulting. Mr. Richard Schutt, an ad-

and answer period. A reception was

Alumni Director
Prom oted
Virginia J. Burghardt has been pro
moted to the administrative position of
executive coordinator of alumni rela
tions. She formerly was assistant
director of development, a civil service
position in the Office of University
Relations.

bursement mechanisms for his clients.
The last speaker was Mr. Ernest Mit
chell. Mr. Mitchell is Executive Director
at the Hospital of Englewood. He
presented the complexities, chal
lenges, and rewards offered in the
limited field of the hospital chief ex
ecutive officer. Mr. Mitchell extolled
the need for a master's degree to at
tain the executive level position.
After the presentations, Mr. Martin
O'Neill, President of the HSA Student
Association, opened a brief question
held afterward in the "B" Area
Lounge. The panel discussion was well
attended and the officers of the HSA
Student Association thanked all who
were present with the added hope for
continued support of such activities.

... DIVING INlO
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GSU Artist Exhibits In
National Show
Joyce C. Morishita, university pro
fesor of art, Is one of 100 artists
chosen from 900 entrants to display
works In the 1982 Mid-American Bien
nial National Art Exhibition at the
Owensboro Museum of Fine Art,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
According to Morishita, the Mid
American Exhibition Is one of the few
jurled art exhibits of national stature to
be shown outside the traditional
strongholds of the East and West
Coast. It attracted entries from 46
states, which were judged for final
showing by Abram Lerner, director of
the Hirschhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Washington, D.C.
The exhibit will be on public view un
til May30.
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Virginia J. Burghardt
Burghardt was one of the earliest
employees of the University, holding
the position of secretary to the dean of
the former College of Environmental
and Applied Sciences from July, 1970,
unti11975, when she moved to Universi
ty R e l a t i o n s a s a d m i ni s t r a t i v e
secretary. Two years later, she
became, in effect, the first director of
the fledgling Alumni Association, a
position she has held ever si.nce. She
also is assistant secretary of the
Governors State University Foundation
board of directors.
She earned the B.A. degree from
Governors State in December, 1981.

counselors first noticed last fall that
more students were visiting counsel
Ing centers, most of them concerned
over Impending cuts In financial ald.
Many of the counselors predicted
then that such financial worries could
have serious effects on students' men
tal health. Now a University of Iowa
study reports that record numbers of
students are visiting. the campus
counseling center with the "financial
aid blues. "
Over the last year, the number of
students visiting t he Ul counseling
center increased by over 35 percent,
the study says, and cuts In financial aid
and other money-related problems
play a significant role in the increase.
"It used to be that most students
were worried a b o u t making i t
academically," says Ron May, director
of clinical services at the counseling
center and director of the study.
"That's all changed now," he
observes. "Now they are worried
about financial considerations. Many
are not sure they can pay for school
next year. "
"In addition," May says, "the
students are saying that their concerns
are urgent. We're seeing more of a
crisis mentality. Students are coming
in extremely upset that they can't get a
loan or into a financial aid program."

The biggest danger of the so-called
"financial aid blues," says May, is that
it reduces a student's ability to cope
with the normal, day-to-clay problems
of college life. "It lowers their coping
threshold," he says. "If they're having
trouble with a relationship or
something else, this saps their
resources and causes them to come in
for counseling when they wouldn't
otherwise.''
May says the center is "seeing a lot
of students who would normally use
existing support sources - friends,
family, and fellow students - but they
just reach their stress threshold faster,
and need additional counseling."
Typically, he says, financial aid is
just one of the many problems that
students b r i n g to t h e c e n t e r .
"Students are coming i n with more
multiple concerns," he reports. "They
may have a number of worries - per
.sonal relationships, social - and finan
cial aid just throws them over their
limit."
The counseling center has also
noted "a lot of suicide potential this
year," May says, although the actual
number of "psychological emergen
cies" has declined. Overall, May says,
"the average student who Is having to
cope with things has more and more
problems," and adding financial aid to
the list could have "broad implica
tions."

Dr. Joyce Morishita
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WHO'S WHO & WHO WAS WHO IN THE INNOVATOR
A Profile Of Present And Past Staffers

Tommy Conner Jr. - Graphic Artist
Tommy, a native of Robbins, attend
ed Eisenhower High School In Blue
Island. He furthered his education at
Roosevelt University, majoring In
business administration. In 1975, he
left school and joined the U.S. Navy.
He served for three years on board the
USS CALOOSAHATCHEE (A0-98),
which was home-ported in Norfolk,VA.
While In the service, he visited Europe
several times and looks forward to the
time when he can return as a civilian.
Tommy joined the INNOVATOR staff
in September of 1981. His former em
ployer was J.V. Cook Advertisers/
Printers in which he performed such
duties as graphic design, layout,
writing (Chi Magazine) and press
operator. As Layout Man and Graphic
Designer for the INNOVATOR, Tommy
(sometimes known as T.J.) has the ar
duous task of taking a pile of cartoons,
pictures, clip-outs, columns of type,
headlines, cut-lines, and by-lines and
forming it into what you see as a
newspaper.
Tommy Is a full time music student
working on his B.A. degree in Music
Education (his major Instrument Is
plano). Off campus he performs with a
group called High Powered Spirit
(HPS). The group consists of 10
talented singers/musicians who are in
his opinion the best group of people he
.1as worked with so far and that suc
cess Is only around the corner.
Tommy currently resides In Park
Forest with his wife, Eva, and their
daughter,Lashawn. An Aquarian, Tom
my feels that "you are what you make
yourself and you can be anything you
want to be. "

Photos by Mike O'Brien.
Ms. Kott was first hired as Assistant
Editor In Jan. of 1981, and became
Editor-In-Chief a month later. During·
her tenure, she was involved with re
designing and upgrading the quality of
the INNOVATOR, changing the paper
from a 5 column to a 4 column format,

Amidst a head honcho editor from
Nigeria, a piano-playing layout design
er and a rookie photographer, Candy
attempts to make a living as a hard
nosed, go out and get 'em reporter on
the INNOVATOR staff. For reasonably
pitiful pay she has experienced what
it's like to play Woodward and Bern
stein on a smaller scale, seen ju�t
how much of a run around some ad
ministrators can give, and composed
near Pulitzer Prize level articles about
life at GSU from behind an IBM Selec
tric typewriter.
Since her senior year in high school
at Harold L. Richards, an ambition to
be a journalist was conceived in her
mind. "Back in 1975, all you needed
was some talent and desire to get a
break in the newspaper game," Candy

writing editorials and cartoons. The IN
NOVATOR started publication on a
regular two-week basis during her
tenure.
During her tenure as Editor, she
received the Student Activities (1981)
Outstanding Achievement Award. Ms.
Knott now works as Editorial Assistant
and Editor of the GSU Landscapes In
the Office of University Relations.
She Is working for her M.A. Degree
in Fine and Performing Arts with a ma
jor in Painting.
Buzz Hume - Former Photographer,

recalled. "Twenty percent inflation
hadn't come down the pike yet and get
ting paid .30• an inch for copy wasn't
below minimum wage." Earning a
stringer's fee on the Dally Southtown
Economist covering local high school
girl's sports like volleyball and basket
ball was how she got her feet wet as a
reporter. After about a year, she was
promoted to hot shot columnist and
assigned to cover Chicago Bulls home
games at the Stadium. "The best thing
about that beat was getting to meet
those Adonis-type athletes and ogle
their rippling, bulging muscles," ac
cording to Candy.

Buzz Hume graduated from Maine
Township High School South in Park
Ridge, IL, in 1968. Prior to coming to
GSU in May of 1981, he attended Ripon
College, Ripon, Wisconsin, where he
graduated (B.A.) with a double major in
Biology and Science writing. He is
presently pursuing a master's degree
in Media Communications and hopes
to finish by August of this year.
During his stay at the INNOVATOR,
he served as Chief Photographer and
Assistant Editor. Buzz began a series
of photo essays on the various
sculptures in the Manilow Sculpture
Park.
Since he left the INNOVATOR, he
has been working part-time with ICC,
doing photography and working on the
Teleclass productions. Upon gradua
tion from GSU, he plans to seek a job at
a TV studio as a production assistant.
"I hope to continue to freelance, with
the possibility of turning to photo
graphy as a full time profession," Buzz
concluded.

Candy Anderson- Reporter
Today, her life is a tad less glorious,
but just as much fun. "When you're the
lone female staffer among three men,
the environment Is Interesting to say
the least and anything but dull," Candy
pointed out.
As far as the future goes, her top
priority Is graduating next spring with a
master's degree in media communica
tion. Following that, if she can't marry a
millionaire record producer in San
Francisco, Candy will try and land a job
writing (or posing?) for Playboy
magazine.

Eddy Abakporo, IV- Editor/Reporter
The INNOVATOR Editor is a foreign
student from Nigeria - West Africa.
He came to the states in 1978 and
graduated from Delta College In
Michigan In 1979. Before coming to
GSU in 1980 he attended Texas
Southern University in Houston,
Texas. Eddy, who graduated from GSU
with a bachelor degree in public ad
ministration, is currently pursuing his
master's degree in public administra
tion.

•

Mike O'Brien- Photographer
Mike Is from New Lenox. He is a
graduate of both Providence High
School in New Lenox and Joliet Junior
College. The newest staff member, he
is pursuing a B.A. degree in Photo
Journalism, although he is interested
in television photography.
Mike joined the I N N O V A T O R
because o f what h e calls "a beginning
for my career, and more Importantly an
educational experience. " His Interest
In photography (like father like son)
started when he was given his first
camera as a gift.
He hopes to work someday,
somewhere either as a photo jour
nalist, or for a television station as a
newsreel or live cameraman.

I

Dr. Linda Steiner, Faculty advisor
to the INNOVATOR

JOBS
SEE JOB MART, PAGE 8

Before his appointment as Acting
Editor last summer, Eddy worked as in
vestigative reporter, and rose to the
rank of Assistant Editor under Ms. Bet
ty Kott, former Editor of the IN
NOVATOR.
As Editor, he writes the editorials
and the column "Campus Comments."
Administratively,he coordinates all the
activities in the INNOVATOR and
reports directly to the director of Stu
dent Activities.
Eddy, who wants to earn another
master's degree in international rela
tions before going back home, wants
to become a foreign diplomat. His
philosophy is "do unto others as you
wish them to do unto you. "

Betty Kott - Former INNOVATOR Editor
Del entered GSU In winter of 1981 as
an undergraduate In communication
science. She came to the INNOVATOR
that first trimester as secretary to the
editor and soon became assistant
editor. Her position here at the IN
NOVATOR covered all areas of the
newspaper business from re-write to
layout. Del originated the column
"Thoughts From Sil nee" with the
hope that her writin s would attract
other poets to the paper.
She completed her Bachelor of Arts
degree program in December of 1981
and is now enrolled in the Masters
Program in communication science,
studying therapeutic commul")ications.
Del was recognized as an _honor stu
dent by Who's Who Among Students in
American Universitie_, and Colleges
and was placed on th National Deans'
List in 1982.
She is presently er1 r ved at a crisis
center as a coun
to abused
women and their children. She
developed a group for the treatment of
abusive men whict she presently
facilitates. Del recent
med a team
which Is researching the issue of
domestic violence, in particular
aspects of abusive males.
In her spare time Del reads, writes,
putters with clay, plays the piano,
gives occasional lectures, visits with
her family and friends, and does "all
those things that other creative people
do."
About her college she says that the
"Communication Science department
is the most supportive system I've ever
encountered.''

Del Rush- Former Asst. Editor
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Flashback of The 3rd Annual Student Activities Banquet.
Photos by Mike O'Brien

Deans ,

faculty

members

a n d distinguished guests a t the banquet.

Tommy Dascenzo, Director of Student Activities, welcoming the students
and guests.

Members of the Student Senate receiving their certificates of recogni
tion, Sam Cali, Senate President, received a plaque for outstanding
leadership.

Some members of the audience enjoy ing the relaxed atmosphere.

Singer/Guitarist David Rudolf graced the occasion with music.

,

,

•

r
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Members of Program Activities Committee (PAC) are congratulated by
Burt Collins, Associate Dean for Stu dent Development.
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Job Mart
The post i n g s i n t h e " J ob Mart " a r e for GSU s t u d e n t s and a l u m n i who a r e R E G I ST E R E D W I T H T H E U N I V E R S I T Y PLAC E M E N T O F
F I C E . We
w i l l be h appy t o f u r n ish i n fo r m at ion d you w i l l come i n to t he P l acement Off ice and present t
h e Job N u m ber shown above the posit ion in w h ich
you are i n t erested . If you have a com p l eted and u p t o date crede n t i a l f i l e i n t h e P l acement O f f i ce but i t is i m poss i b l e
for you to get into our office
d u r i ng office hours, p l ease contact M rs . Mary H ug h es at E xtension 2 1 63-4 .

B U S I N ESS

E-HE 31 30 - COU NSELING/ PLACEMENT OF

B-SALES 232 - SALES REPRESENTATIVE

GRADUATES

(SELLING LABORATORY SCIENCE)

Advanced degree or bachelors w /

Life science degree or lab exp., $20-25,000
plus car. South Suburbs

Evanston, Illinois
E-HE 3131 - LIBRARIAN

B-SECR 108 - STENO SECRETARY

(lor II) M . L . S . from ALA accredited inst.

Figure aptitude, type 60 wpm, shorthand 80

supervisory

wpm, $250 per week, South Suburbs.

knowledge of

B-ACC 1 56 - BOOK K E E P E R

dependent

work

independently,

business sources. Salary:

on

qualifications.

Deadline:

Degree in accounting or exp., aptitude in

June 1 , 1 982. Danbury, Connecticut

acctng;

E-SP

some knowledge

$6.00 per hour.

of

Deadline:

computers.

May 28, 1982.

475

-

SCHOOL

PSYCHOLOGIST/

E . M . H . / L . D. I N STRUCTOR

Joliet, Illinois

Appropriate degree, experience, certifica

B-SALES 228 - SALES REPRESENTATIVE

tion to teach in I l linois. Kankakee, Illinois

Flexible hours. Sales, car and restaurant

E-SEC 777 - CHEMISTRY-INTRODUCTORY

background. $100-$250 per week & commis
sion. Berkely, llllnols

PHYSICAL SCIENCE TEAC H E R
Appropriate degrees, experience a n d cer

B-SALES 22 - SALES REPRESENTATIVES
(5)

tification to teach in IL. Chicago, Illinois
E-SEC 778 -

Training, selling insurance (all types), col

STRUCTOR

lege graduate. G uaranteed starting up to

Appropriate

EDUCATION

IN

secondary

certification

in

physical

B-SALES 233 • SALESPERSON (2)

salary, $33,000 . West Chicago, Illinois

education.

Salary:

$14,542,

top

Motivated individuals preferred - education

E-HE 3 1 26 - COLLEGE STU DENT CENTER

is not important. Straight commission, Open

SUPERVISOR

hours and willing to train. Chicago, Illinois

College degree, ability to supervise, assist

B-SECR 1 09 - SECRETARY I AND RECEP

w / budget. Salary: $1 5,000 for 11 months.

TIONIST (TEMPORARY)

Deadline: J u ne 1 , 1982 Danville, Illinois

Typing skills, enjoys working with people.

E-HE

$4 . 1 2 per hour. Chicago, Illinois

J U DICIAL OFFICER

B-CL 48 - ADMINISTRATIV E / TECH N ICAL
listings for West

Lafayette,

31 27

-

Bachelors
IN.

ASSISTANT

degree

U N IVERSITY

minimum;

masters

preferred, familiarity w / due process, relate

Ranging from librairies systems develop

to

ment

Deadline: May 28, 1982. Dekalb, Illinois

head,

director

of

development,

students.

S a l a ry :

associate director of admissions, project

E-EL 729 - PRINCIPAL(s)

programmer, systems programmer analyst,

Appropriate

$ 1 0 , 350-$ 1 1 , 250.

experience

In

the

IN,

Brownsburg,

field

laboratory technician, analytical chemist,

education.

Clarksville, Jeffersonville, Seymour, IN
E-EL 730 - PAROCHIAL GRADE SCHOOL

for further details.
B-MGMT 202 - DIRECTOR / BOARD POLICY
SERVICES

california

School

Boards

Association,

direct and participate i n development and
implementation of goals,
policies

and

objectives and

procedures.

Appropriate

degrees

in

the

fiel d ,

of

ex

Columbus,

diana.

Ind ianapo l i s ,

New

Albany, St. Leon, Sellersburg, Terre Haute,
IN

Supervisory,

E-EL 731 - J U N IOR HIGH MATH INSTRUC

budget, staff interaction, etc. Knowledge of

TORS, COACHING OPPORTUNITIES AVAIL

principles and practices of education ad

ABLE ALSO

m i n i stration

Appropriate degrees for field, experience

necessary.

salary

range:

$35,1 95-$42,780, excellent benefits. Place

and

ment based on prior experience. Sacramen

Deadline: May 30, 1 982. Leaf River, Illinois

to, CA
B-OTH E R

TION

206

certification

to

teach

in

Ill inois.

E-SEC 773 - WOM A N ' S PHYSICAL E DUCA
-

QUALITY

ASSURANCE

TEACH E R / HEALTH

INSTRUCTOR,

TECH . / W . P . TYPIST, MAIL ROOM CLERK

COACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE ALSO

Quality

hours

Appropriate degrees, experience and cer

7:30-4:00, provide technical support to in

tification to teach in Il linois. Deadl ine: May

a s s u ra n c e

t ec h n i c i a n

spection and screening, diagnosing minor

30, 1982. Leaf River, Illinois

and component problems. Knowledge of

E-SEC 774 - ADMI NISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

geometric

Program

dimensioning

and

tolerance

necessary . Word processing typist, hours

planning

and

implementation;

serve on boards and committees; must hold

7:45-4 : 1 5, excellent vocab. , grammar, spell

Illinois teaching certificate, grad work. exp.

ing ,

Salary: $18,727-$32,584. Evanston, Illinois

p u nc . ,

necessary.

and
Mail

organizational
room

clerk,

skills

part-time

E-SEC

775

-

TEAC H E R / COORDINATOR,

7:30-1 2:20, good alpha / nu meric skills, and

DIVERSIFIED OCCU PATION PROGRAM

gen. office background desired. Arlington

High school teaching certification, Illinois

Heights, IL

Div.

E D U CATI ON

q ui rements,

E-EL

738

-

6-8,

vocations

and

tech

experience.

ed

re

Salary:

$1 5,606-$27, 1 54. Effective: August 1 5, 1982.

LANG UAGE

ARTS/SOCIAl

STUDIES, TEACHER
Grades

adult

Evanston, Illinois

Appropriate

degree,

ex

DENT ACTIVITIES

perience, and certification to teach i n I L .

General business and education knowledge

cary. Illinois
E-EL 732 - PRIMARY POSITION (TEACHING)

and one yr. exp; masters degree !o� student

Degree from accredited college or un iversi
ty &

student

teaching

at

primary

level.

perso n n e l .

Salary:

$ 1 5 , 00 0 - $ 1 7 , 50 0 .

Dead line: May 31 , 1 982. Position t o b e filled
August, 1982. Chicago, Illinois

Screening to take place J u ne 4, 1 982 with in

E-HE

terviewing to take place later. River Grove,

FLORIDA

3121

-

FACULTY

POSITIONS

IN

IL

Multiple listings. See Placement Office for

E-SEC 776 - TEACHING BIOLOGY AND G E N .

further information. Coral Gables, Florida

SCIENCE

E-HE

Coaching

positions available.

Applicable

31 23

FACULTY

•

POSITIONS

IN

FLORIDA

degrees and experience with certification to

Multiple Listings. See Placement Office for

teach in Ill inois. Position available for next

further information. Coral Gables, Florida

year. Clifton, IL

E-SP

E-PL 1 48 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST

See Placement Office for details. Chicago

Openings

metro area and outside IL

Park, IL. See Placement Office close to
September for further information.

E-HE 3141

- FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT/

474

-

SPEECH

in

T H E RAPIST/ LOt

September,

1 982.

Franklin

E-HE 3146 - ASSIST ANT DEAN

SERVICES,

SECRETARY,

Two yr. college teaching

TOR, SWIM TEAM COACH.

and academic

deadlines and salaries. Appropriate qualifi·

E-HE

3147

FACULTY

-

M U LTIPLE

AND

LISTINGS

ADMINISTRATIVE

FOR
POSI

propriate

degrees,

experience

and

cer

tification. Deadline: Varying. Coral Gables,

Florida
E-PL 1 51

-

M U LTIPLE

LISTINGS

FOR

propriate

degrees,

Chicago

experience.

E-PL 1 52 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS
See Placement Office for information. Ap
propriate degrees and experience. Chicago

propriate degrees and experience. Chicago

metro area
E-EL 739 - SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
Bachelors or higher; communicate effec
tively; two yrs. exp; Salary: $20,370-$24 ,570.
Deadline: Before May 29, 1982. Lake Navasu
SPECIAL

EDUCATION / IN

THERAPIST
Bachelors or higher; communicate effec
tively.

Salary:

$13,200-$ 24,800 .

Deadline:

Arizona
E-SEC 791 - TEAC H E R RECRUITMENT
Multiple listings available. See Placement
Office for information. Appropriate degrees,
experience,

and

certification.

Delmont,

South Dakota
E-SEC 792 - HOME ECONOMICS TEAC H E R
Appropriate degrees, experience a n d cer
tification. Norris, Illinois
Masters degree; community college ex
perience as nursing teacher/administrator.
Reporting date: August 1 5, 1 982. Centralia,

Illinois

addition

to

counseling

and

training in early childhood ed . ; willing to
travel. Salary: Negotiable. Deadline: J u ne 1 ,
1 982. Starting date: J u l y 1 , 1982. Champaign,

Illinois
734

E-EL

-

ASSIST ANT

DIRECTOR

OF

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Illinois Special Ed Administration certifica
tion or Ill inois B.D. super. Salary: To be
determined. St. Charles, Illinois
E-SEC 779 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS IN EDUCA
TION AND COACHING POSITIONS

ends. Salary: competitive. To begin Sep
tember 1 , 1 982. Princeton, N.J.

M-SU M M E R 1 67 · CANVASSERS
Needed for non-profit organization for en
vironmental and wildlife protection. Salary

positions.

Bachelors

in

M-SU M ME R 168

U . S . DEPARTMENT OF

•

INTERN

PRO

JECT.
communications,

ability to conduct inter

views, travel , 18 or older, enrolled in college
or univ., valid drivers license. Salary: $6.00
per hour, 40 hrs/week. Contact Placement
Office for applications for the position. Must
be filled out before May 21 , 1 982. Chicago, I L
M-OTHER 252 · MAINTEN ANCE AIDE
Must be able & willing to work w/ hands,
license &

valid drivers
mechanical

able

equipment.

to

$3.35

operate

per

hour.

Available immediately - flexible hrs. Joliet,

IL
M-SO 1 - U NARMED SECU RITY GUARDS
$3.60 per hr. and up, flexible schedules.

Chicago, Illinois

P U B L I C S E RV I C E

PS-FED 704

1

•

ASSISTANT E N G I N E E R /

ENGIN E E R , 2 T H E R M A L HYDRAU LIC ANA·
LYST, 3 SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT
heat transfer, fluid mechanics, numerclal
analysts. 2. Knowledge of physics, M S or
PhD level science. 3. M . B.S. or equivalent,
principles of Physics at B.S. level to unders
fil led ASAP Argonne, Illinois
PS-FED 705 · COST / PRICE ANALYST
To

facilitate

p rod s .

economical

and

knowledge
contracts,

services.

of

relevant

business or

acquisition

of

Considerable
rules

of

sub

engineering / bus.

adm. grad. level. Title pending approval by
DOE . F Argonne, IL
PS-FED 706 G RADE DUTY STATION MICRO·
BIOLOG I S T ,

HORTICULTU RIST,

SOILS

SCIENTISTS, PLANT PSYCHOLOGIST
Many other listings avai lable. Qualifications
to meet w/ specified job area. See Place

Wall, South Dakota
E-SEC 780 - BUSINESS TEAC H E R
ed) 2

psycho

tand goals of experiments. Deadline: To be

E-HE 3145 - PROJECT COORDINATOR
Minimal trai ning; masters degree; formal

ment Office for information. U.S. Depart
Business

ment of Agriculture

SC I EN C E-M E D I CA L TECH

Education. No experience necessary. Cer

S-HA 56

tified to teach in Illinois. Chicago, Illinois

IN ST.

•

ADN PROGRESSIVE PROGRAM

E-HE 3128 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS FOR IN

Baccalaureate degree In n u rsing. Masters

STRUCTORS AND U N IVERSITY FACULTY,

in nursing or related; m i n . two yrs. e x p . , ap

AND CLERICAL

proval

San Diego, C.llfornla
E-PL 1 47 - M U LTIPLE

Deadline: J u ne 1 1 , 1 982 Fennimore, Wiscon
LISTINGS

FOR

for

AO

teaching.

Salary:

Open.

sin

TEACHING POSITIONS, B U S I N ESS POSI

S-HA 55 - PRACTICAL N U RSING INSTRUC

TIONS, S U M M E R POSITIONS

TOR

Appropriate

qualifications

necessary

in

each area. Chlcaao metro area

Salary: open. Deadline: May 27, 1 982. Fen

H U MAN SERVI C ES

HS-COUN 205 - DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR
(MALE PREFE RRED)
Foundation

I,

work,

the

and

perience

BA

in

like

preferred

Psychology,
area,

in

bus.

Social

previous

ex

background.

Harvey, Illinois
HS-SW 619 -

SOCIAL

WOR K E R / ADMI NI

Positions available. See Placement Office

tion, Peyton, Colorado
E-EL 728 - E L E M ENTARY L . D . , RESOURCE,

E-HE 3143 - M U LTIPLE FACULTY AND AD

Chicago, Illinois
HS-COUN 204 - IN DIVIDUA L / FAMILY/ MARl

MIDDLE SCHOOL, L.D. RESOURCE

MIN ISTRATIVE

TAL / GROU P COU NSELING

Applicable degrees and experience, and

BA or BSW degree, male preferred to round

STRATIVE ASSISTANT CHILD'S PROGRAM
DIRECTOR
Several

other

positions

Baccalaureate degree in n u rsing; approval
by Wisconsin state board; m i n . two yrs. exp.

certification. Teacher Placement Associa

Community Schools District

In

1 . PhD or equivalent. Specialized in area of

E-HE 3144 - DIRECTOR OF N U RSING

MIN ISTRATIVE

certification.

HS-COUN 206 STAFF PSYCHOLOGIST

23 positions avai lable. Good written & oral

Applicable degrees and experience, plus

303, St. Charles, IL

(oral & written) skills. Salary $3.35 per hour.

LABOR S U M M E R YOUTH

City, Arizona
E-EL 740 -

in

Available immediately. Joliet, Illinois

See Placement Office for information. Ap

available.

See

Placement Office for detail. Chicago, I ll i nois
HS-SW 621 - ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOR
Spanish Speaking. Bachelors or masters in

Positions available. See Placement Office

experience

or commission basis. Chicago, IL

LIBRARIAN

for information. San Diego, california

d iploma,

metro area
E-PL 1 53 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS FOR JOBS

Saint Joseph, Missouri
E-HE 3142 - M U LTIPLE FACULTY AND AD·

for further info. Coral Gables, Florida

school

MISC E L LA N E O U S

metro area

ELEMENTARY

(112), M U SIC CHORAL
(Vz), COUNSELOR K-1 2,

Metro

area.

therapy, on-call duties nights and week

VARIED POSITIONS

preferred . Deadline: before J u ne 4, 1982.

7-8,

specified

Chicago area
HS-SW 61 8 · OUTREACH WORKERS
High

KINDERGARTEN

SCIENCE

information,

outreach social work. Good communication

college teaching exp. bus., ind. or gov. exp.

AND

the

for

See Placement Office for information. Ap

7-8,

M�TH

with

Office

TIONS

PhD or D . B . A . required w/ 4 or more yrs of

W / FOREIGN

Placement

cations

June 25, 1982. Topeka, Kansas

E-EL

9-1 2

DIREC

See

LANG UAGE, ENGLISH A N D SOC. STUDIES

E N G LISH

VOL UNTEER

EXEC.

comm. skills; PhD or equivalent. Dead line

BUSINESS POLICY / MA R K ETING INSTRUC

-

OF

adm. exp., leadership skills; marketing &

TOR

727

I N T E RVENTION

DIRECTOR

(Consumer educatio n / typing w / consumer

E-HE 3 1 25 - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF STU

CRISIS

WORK ERS,

Before May 28, 1982. Lake Navasu City,

."perience and certification to teach in In

GRAMMERS,

teacher. Deadline: J u ne 1 5, 1 982. Oak Lawn,

DUSTRIAL ARTS/SPEECH A N D HEARING

clerk, secretary, etc. See Placement Office

Indianapolis,

HS-SW 61 7 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS FOR PRO
music

See Placement Office for information. Ap

PHYSICAL

$500 . Orland Park, Illinois

Multiple

-

exp.,

exp.

E-EL 736 - M U SIC TEAC H ER
Certified as an elementary social

nimore, Wisconsin
S-HA 57 - M U LTIPLE LISTINGS
See Placement Office for information. Ap
propriate degrees, experience and licens
ed. Fargo, North Dakota
S-MED 27

•

MEDICAL TECHN OLOGIST AND

TECHNICIANS
Appropriate

degrees

and

experience.

Schaumburg, Illinois
S-N U RS 90 - N U RSING EDUCATION COOR
DINATOR
Masters and R . N . ; 5 yrs. exp. in nursing
practice and education. Chicago Heights, IL

psyc h . , soc . , s . w . , or alcoholism, must be
familiar w / area & treatment of alcoholism.

out

staff;

l iberal

Holland, Illinois

fringe

benefits.

South

Classifieds
P R O FESS I O NAL R ES E A R C H ,
WRITING. From $4 / pa g e . Catalog $1 .
Authors' Research

N o . 600-C

Dearborn . C h icago I L 60605.

407 S .

